WHALES

INVENTORY

BOOKS

*Gentle Giants of the Seat.* By The Whale Museum

Zoobooks, Whales

*Whales and Dolphins Coloring book,* By John Green

*Whale Mail.* By Ron Hirchi

*Orcas in Our Midst.*

*Evolution of Whales: National Geographic Article*

*Whales and other Marine Mammals of Washington and Oregon.* By Tamara Elder

EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL

Meet the Southern Resident Whales

Whale Measurements Activity

American Cetacean Society Fact Sheets

Each One Teach One Whale Cards

Specimen Description Cards

Information Cards

OBJECTS

Cervical Vertebra

Sperm Whale Tooth

Fin Whale Ear Bone

Porpoise Skull & Jaw

Orca Rostrum

Porpoise Teeth

Bowhead Whale Bayleen

Porpoise Ear Bone

Krill in Vial